
 

Jersey Squash Association Ball Policy 

It’s important to choose the right type of squash ball, as it will have an impact on your                  
enjoyment of the game.  

Although different manufacturers have slightly different categories, in general there          
are four types of squash ball: 

Pro Designed to be used by elite players and feature double yellow           
dots. 

Speed: Very Slow 

Bounce: Very Low 

Competition Designed to be used by regular club level players and have a            
single yellow dot. 

Speed: Slow 

Bounce: Low 

Red Dot Are for improving or recreational players. Same size as pro and           
competition balls but with more bounce. 

Speed: Medium 

Bounce: High 

Blue Dot Are even bouncier than the red dot so good for beginners  

Speed: Fast 

Bounce: Very High 

 

Jersey Squash Association Development Policy 

We want to teach all of our players to be able to control rallies, and to do that you                   
need to be able to control the ball! Therefore, the Association recommends that to              
develop correct technique, a bouncier ball should be used for training and            
recreational matches. This will also make the game more enjoyable and increase            
levels of fitness.  

 

  

 



 

Jersey Squash Association Competition Policy 

For squash events the following balls will be used: 

 

Juniors Adults 

U9 Blue Dot Grade D Red Dot 

U11 Red Dot Grade C Competition 

U13 Competition Grade B Pro 

U15 Competition Grade A Pro 

U17 Pro Closed Competitions Pro 

U19 Pro   
 

Recommended ball makes: 

Blue Dot Wilson, Prince, Eye, Tecnifibre 

Red Dot Wilson, Eye, Tecnifibre 

Competition Single yellow dot (we recommend Dunlop but any World Squash 
Federation approved ball is fine). 

Pro Double yellow dot (we recommend Dunlop but any World Squash 
Federation approved ball is fine). 

 

 

The Jersey Squash Association does not recommend Dunlop Intro or Progress balls.            
These are much bigger and heavier than the Pro and Competition balls, and defeat              
the object of developing technique, feel and touch of the ball. 

 

 

  

To purchase Jersey Squash Association approved squash balls, please email 
squashjersey@gmail.com 

mailto:squashjersey@gmail.com


 

Squash 57 

For Squash 57, there are two types of ball:  

Blue Bouncier - Best for beginners 

Black Less bouncy - Best for experienced players 

 

Jersey Squash Association Competition Policy 

For Squash 57 events the following balls will be used: 

Dunlop Pro balls  

 

 

To purchase Jersey Squash Association approved squash balls, please email 
squashjersey@gmail.com 

mailto:squashjersey@gmail.com

